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Arbitration Update
submitted by Gary Elias, Arbitration Team

As many of our members may already know, the long awaited A.O.S. (Aircraft Ordering System) Decision is 
in.  The bottom line:  “Grievance Denied”

The Company prevailed, not because the Union was unable to prove this was bargaining unit work, but because 
their witness testified that Planners, Schedulers and Supervisors have requested or ordered aircraft parts and 
supplies through A.O.S. for many years without being grieved.

If there is a bright spot to be found, the Board recognized this to be the exception rather than the RULE.  The 
following language was included in the decision:

“This is not to say however, that A/A has carte blanche to have Planners, 
Schedulers, Supervisors and others preform this work in the future.  A reading
of the job descriptions makes it clear that this is primarily Stock Clerk work, which
since A.O.S. was instituted, when not done by Stock Clerks, has largely been 
done by bargaining unit employees including Mechanics and Crew Chiefs.”

The Arbitrator goes on to say:

“This award is not intended to expand this narrow practice.”

This decision serves as an important reminder to protect the work we have, our future depends on it.

TWU Voluntary Benefits Clarification
Where did my TWU Life/STD/USLife go?
All TWU sponsored benefits including Short Term Disability (TransAmerica and Standard), Life Insurance (US Life, 
TransAmerica) and any future insurance coverage offered by the TWU,  have to be combined to form one line on TWU 
members pay stub. That line was previously named “TWU Life/STD/USLife”  and has been renamed “TWU VOL 
Benefits”. This is the total amount of all deductions of the above listed products. To get an explanation of the exact 
benefits and the premium amount of each, TWU Members should call a Benefit Counselor at 888-602-6628. This 
Customer Service line is specifically for all premium and payroll deduction questions for the following TWU Sponsored 
benefits:

Standard Short Term Disability

US Life Term Life

TransAmerica Short Term Disability

TransAmerica Universal Life

For all other questions regarding policy, claims, procedures, etc. Please contact Union Benefit Planners at 866-386-6060. 

We apologize for any confusion in this matter.

TWU and Union Benefit Planners.



Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, Blogs

What we post on our Facebook, Myspace or blog page defines who we are; becomes our personal resume. What we must 
remember is that even though we make our page private, NOTHING on the internet is really private. Therefore, be 
cautious of what is posted on your Facebook, Twitter or blog. “I hate my boss. John Doe is the dumbest supervisor to ever 
work at ABC company.” and “Man that was a wild party last night, check out these pictures.” all become public when 
posted on social media sites.

As the world becomes more and more electronic, digital and technical making our lives easier and communications faster 
than ever, it is also a permanent written record.  Now companies, including American Airlines, only accept applications 
and resumes online.  You can bet that the first thing the company does when looking at the application is a social media 
search on the applicant.  

Along these same lines, employees have been terminated for what was posted on their blog or Facebook pages. American 
Airlines has a social media policy on Jetnet which ends with: “The Company reserves the right to remove, seek removal 
of post that violates this policy. Failure to comply with any of these policies or guidelines may subject an employee to 
corrective action up to and including termination of employment.” With that said, many employers put broad restrictions 
on the use of social media by their employees with respect to posting commentary about the workplace. The assumption 
is that the employers have the right to do so because the factual scenario serving as the basis for the speech is taking place 
on their private property, and is therefore not subject to the same free speech requirements of a public setting. 

However, in a recent court case, the settlement agreement reached included the employer's agreement that they could not 
"improperly restrict" employees from discussing their work on social networking websites, as doing so would constitute a 
violation of the National Labor Relations Act ("NLRA"). The NLRA protects the rights of employees to communicate 
with each other in order to better the working conditions of their collective employment.  This will not stop the noisy, 
grudge seeking supervisor from looking at your blog or Facebook page if he/she suspects the use of alcohol or drugs, or 
other stuff that does not take place at work. 

Here’s a quick guide to help you navigate through social networking.

Don’t: Accept anyone who you do not know as a friend.
Do: Be aware that users can search for you by anything in your profile (your employer, university, etc).
Control who sees your page. Set your privacy settings so only “friends” can review your information. Stay away from 
sites that cannot be closed to the public.
Don’t: Join groups that may be considered unprofessional or inappropriate, and leave any such
group that you are already a member of.
Do: Monitor comments that are posted to your page. Delete any with inappropriate language or content. Monitor your 
friends’ Facebook photographs. If someone “tags” you in an inappropriate photograph, remove the tag and ask that the 
photo be taken down. On Facebook, disable the Google search function.
Don’t post: Vulgar or obscene language, materials, photos or links that may be considered inappropriate or 
unprofessional.
Don’t post: Any negative information about your employer or others that you wouldn't say to them in public 
Do: Use common sense when you’re using social media.

Transfers 12L and Shop to Shop Update
On Monday, May 9, 2011, all 27 Title I AMT 12L transfers to the Tulsa Maintenance Base were sent out electronically and 
are currently in process for the Members to accept or decline and start the process of security checks and relocating to 
Tulsa.

Also, on Monday at the Shop Steward's Meeting, we were notified that the Shop to Shop transfer online  computer was not 
working properly from Friday morning to sometime early Monday morning. This was confirmed by the company and 
agreed that the time line for these transfers should be extended. Therefore, the current Tulsa shop to shop open transfers  
will remain open through Friday, May 13, 2011.


